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Other Classifieds 
Are you interested in a career in 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY? 
When you've finished your studies, you may wish to enhance your 
skills. Find out what BCIT can do for you. Come to the next School 
of Engineering Technology information session on: 
Monday, March I at 6:30 pm in the Boardroom 
BCIT Administration Building, 3700 Willingdon Avenue 
Burnaby, B.C. (Canada Way & Willingdon) 
Programs related to manufacturing will be presented: 
Robotics & Automation 
- . CADCAM 
Plastics 
Wood Products Manufacturing 
Mechanical Technology 
Mining 
Food Technology 
Petroleum 
Faculty and staff will tell you everything you need to know to get into 
BCIT's Engineering Technology programs. 
To preregister for information session, 
call432·8862. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Science Action Social Club. H 
you are interested in starting a 
science fiction social dub call 
Darryl at 525-0572 
KC's Words on Paper offers 
professional word-processing 
and laser printing of your essays 
etc. Editing, pick-up/delivery 
also available. Call Kerry at 583-
4336 or fax 583-3423. 
Reasonable rates. 
v ... ,.,niiJVIIOr Rape Relief and 
Woman's Shelter has a training 
group for volunteers currently 
meeting, and is accepting 
volunteers constantly. Any 
woman who are interested in 
volunteering on the Rape Relief 
Crisis Line, in the transition 
house, in fundraising events, and 
any other aspect of the woman's 
organizing centre are invited to 
call and make an appointment 
for a training interview. Please 
call 872-82212 for further The 
CMAs 
won't 
• surVIve 
the '90s. 
They'll 
MANAGE 
the '90s. 
CMA 
The''M'' stands for Management 
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VERIFICATION INFORMATION 
&udentName:. __________________________________ __ 
&udent#:. ______________________________________ _ 
Telephone:·------------------------~----------.-
Burnaby Volunteer Centre 
needs to fill the following 
positions: 
P.R. A volunteer agency is 
seeking a creative individual to 
write job descriptions in a weekly 
press release. Great work 
experience! Training provided. 
Children: A children's centre is 
seeking volunteers to work one 
on one with children who have 
behavioral problems. Training 
provided. 1 weekday 3-6 p.m. 
Bail Orders: Volunteers are 
needed to assist in monitoring 
and providing support for young 
offenders to ensure they are 
following bail court orders. 
Flexible hrs. 
Summer School/ Writing 
Retreat for Women 
The West Coast Woman and 
Words Society will be holding it's 
9th annual summer schooV 
writing retreat for women, 
WEST WORD IX August 8- 22, 
1993 at Canadian International 
College, North Vancouver, 
B.C. Creative documentary, 
fiction and , poetry will be 
offered. For more information 
please write West Coast Women 
and Words #210- 640 W. 
Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 
1 G4 Application deadline is 
May 10, 1993 
MAKING ANTlQUE DOLLS 
March 4, 7:30 p.m. Certified doll 
maker, Laura Armbruster will 
display and discuss making 
reproductions of antique French 
and German dolls on Thursday, 
March 4, 7:30 p.m. at the Surrey 
Art Gallery. this event is free of 
charge. For more information 
please call 596-7 461 
The graduates who become the managers of the '90s 
and beyond will have the flexibility to manage any 
change. Even a change of industry or two. 
That's why the CMA program places so much stress 
on broad management skills. In fact. it's the only 
professional program devoted exclusively to hands-on 
training in management accounting. 
The CMA designation starts with a thorough ground-
ing in finance - then goes on to provide an overview of 
all aspects of business, and how each contributes to the 
bottom line. That overview is constantly updated, too, 
because the CMA designation ca rri es with it a 
mandatory requirement for continuing professional 
development. 
As a CMA, you'll do more than just manage financial 
information. You'll use financial information to manage. 
And that includes managing your own career. 
For more information on your future as a CMA, 
mail this coupon now or telephone (604) 687-5891 
or 1-800-663- 9646 in B.C. 
'----------------, I Please send me a copy of the Professional Program Guide 1992 - 93. I 
I NAME 
I ADDRESS 
I CITY 
I I PROVINCE 
I POSTAL CODE 
The Society of Management 
Accountants of British Columbia 
P.O. Box 11548 
1575. 650 West Georgia Street 
Vancouvec. B.C. V6B 4W7 
I DC _j L---------------
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G. OnJanuary16th at Capilano College, Douglas College's Badminton Team brought home first place results. 
Individual efforts were from Corey Loken in the Men's Singles and Julie Chen in the Women's Siqgles. Duel 
efforts came from Oak Ban and Chris Trenholm in the Men's, Doubles and the combination of Tosca Likes and 
Aleem Mawji in the Mixed Doubles. Also Evy Miki and Rachel Shu placed second in the Women's Doubles. The 
team finished first place followed by BCIT, VCC, Malaspina and Cariboo. 
On February 13th, Douglas College hosted the 4th BCCAA Badminton Tournament. 
1he Royals won 3 of 5 events, while placing 2nd in the other two to capture the 4th BCCAA Tournament of 
the season. 
Micheal CotookMen'sSingles, whileJulieChen took the Women's Singles. ThewinningcombinationofEvy 
Miki and Rachel Shiu captured the Women's Doubles. These were the Event Winners. 
1he 2nd place Finishers included two combinations: Oak Ban and Chris Trenholme played in the Men's 
Doubles, meanwhile Tosca Lueke and Aleem Mawji, the Mixed Doubles. 
SPORTS 
~SHORTS 
Futsal Champions Bring Douglas Home with 
Bronze Medal 
Douglas finished in3rd place in the BCCAAMen's Indoor Soccer Championships on Saturday, Feb. 12th 
at Capilano College. Douglas fell in the semi-finals to Malaspina College 6-3. However, Douglas rebounded 
in the Bronze Medal game defeating Okanagan College 12-6. The final of the Championships, featured 
Malaspina defeating Trinity Western University to capture te Gold Medal. 
Women Basketball Hoopsters Add to an Almost 
Undefeated Season 
Tipping off against the teams of Trinity Western, Malaspina, and Capilano, the Royals took no hesitation 
trouncing all opposition in the six games. 
Against TWU on Feb. 6th, the women of both Douglas and the Spartans played aggressively as a total 
of 58 fouls were called in the 1 hour and 50 minute contest. All of these Royals got on the scoresheet as Jenee 
Lutz led with 18 points, followed by 14 for Teresa Van Santen and 13 by Penne Familusi 
Continuing the season, the Women Royals took no hesitation in trouncing on the Malaspina Mariners and 
Capilano Blues within two days. The Mariners kept the game close but cruised to an easy 91-59 win. And 
againstCapilano, Robyn Knight (23 points), Tilly Woods (17 points), and Penne Familusi (14 points) led the 
Royals throughanaggressively played game which involved pressure in backcourtand fastbreaks. The record 
for the women now, sits at 12-1-0. 
Royals WOrking Hard to Gain Home-Court Advantage 
After Douglas 'Men's Basketball team took in their 9th consecutive victory, which was also their 13th 
consecutive home«>urt win, they challenged the TWU Spartans. Starting the game quickly, both teams 
matched each other, run for run, but the Royals found the "right way" to stall the TWU offense, and went into 
the locker-room at half-time leading 55-48. OC continued their full-court press for the second half and won 
98-83.TylerRunquistledtheRoyalswith21pointsand5assists.VemKnoppadded20pointsand10rebounds. 
At the rematch against Malaspina at the Mariner's turf, the Men's Team was not so successful in their 
game. Malaspina and Douglas, being the top two teams in the province, battled not only for the victory, but 
also for claiming home court advantage in the playoffs. The Royals also lost their #1 National CCAA Ranking 
(Canadian College's Athletics Association). They were throughly out-hustled by the Mariners for the entire 
game. Mariner players Louis Johnson and Gary Edgar cimbined for 60 points. Meanwhile Onkar Hayre and 
Verni<noppledDouglaswith14and13pointsrespectively.TheMarinerstookthegamewitha91-71victory. 
After the disappointing loss to Malaspina, the Royals took on the Capilano Blues. Though Douglas 
jumped to a strong game, it seemed like the team was "sleep-walking'' on the court. After leading 60-34 at the 
half, the Royals took on a scoring -dry-spell, but the game was never in doubt and Dougals took the win 114-
77. 
Douglas now sits with a 11-2-0 record. 
3 
Sports Thang 
RUGBY 
February 19th, 2pm 
Men vs Alberta 
February 27th, time TBA 
*Queens Park 
Men vs. TWU "TWU 
r~·-···1 •••••• •••••• VOLLEYBALL February 19th, 6pm & 8pm Women vs TWU "TWU 
"TWU 
~ 
Men vs. 1lAnJ 
February 20th, 9am 
Women vs 
Men vs 
Okanagan 
Okanagan 
February 20th, 12 noon 
BCIT 
BCIT 
Women vs CNC BCIT 
Men vs CNC BCIT 
BASKETBALL 
February 19th, 6pm & 8pm 
Women vs. VCCLangara 
Men vs VCCLangara 
February 26th -27th 
,.HOME 
,.HOME 
Women and Men participating in BCCAA SemiFinals 
Location: TBA 
Vaneoul'er Ra~ ReHef 
and Women's Shelter 
'~ 6 
872-8212 
24 hour crisis line 
Transition House for women and their children 
Cousellors/ Advocates 
Support Education and 1\ction Groups 
Ex-Residents' Groups 
Women~ Organizing Center 
END VIOLENCE AGAINST "OOMEN 
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DC Spikers Take on Double Battle · 
to Compete in BCCAA Championships 
Good luck to Douglas College's Volleyball teams in their attempt to attain their goals in the provincial playoffs 
by Baine Leong 
Frustration! Tensionismounting 
for the remainder of the volleyball 
season and the exitement level is 
soaring. 
1be Douglas College Women's 
Volleyball · team regained their 
composureafteralapseintheir92-93 
season. It was tough competition but 
the Royals are holding onto hope. 
ThelapsebeganonFeb.6against 
Cariboo College Sun Demons. 
Though Douglas had home-court 
advantage, they did nothaveaneasy 
time defeating the Sun Demons as 
they had with the rest of the league in 
their 92-93 season. There was an 
unusual lack of teamwork and 
communication . 
1be Royals served tough, but 
did nothavethequickreflexes, speed 
and smart thinking needed to keep 
the ball in the air coming off the Sun 
Demons' blocks. All of this plus the 
inconsistent calls of the Frrst Referee 
made a poor show for the Royals. 
Douglas prevailed with a 3-1( 11-15, 
15-11, 15-12,. 15-5) point win in the 
match but they didn~t play well 
The lapse continued, on 
February 11, the Royals challenged 
the VCC Langara Falcons for what 
could have been a well-earned victory 
over rivalled competition. 
In Game 1, the Royals psyched 
themselves up against the Falcons 
and took a strong lead 8-2 The r e 
were tough serves, some digs, and 
some smart plays. Douglas aimed 
intotheinsidearea of the VCCdefense 
which was not quick enough where 
keep the ball up as the points became 
moreimportant.1begymnasiumwas enthusiasm that seemed to be lost 
filled with enthusiasm of the Douglas before. 
fans, as the Royals' energy led to an In Game 1, for the first one and 
easy win against vee, 15-6. ..-.....~ half service rounds, the scores 
But all the good things stop~ i stayed at a 3-3 tie. Then both scores 
then and there, as the Douglas~~ up to 1~9 for the Royals. No 
and the bleachers saw a replay<>\ th1 j ~-!l1~ how Douglas tried, Malaspina 
poor performance of the RoyM(.L.kept coming back , but Douglas 
gameagainsttheSunDemons.Only, pulledawaybytwopointstowin17-
this time, Douglas lost. 15. 
The Falcons aimed all attacks 
diago1Mlllyfi-om therightsideoftheir 
at asthe 
1-3 (15-6, 7-15, 
for the Royals. 
.A • ""''"'" ........ 
Malaspina not help 
Douglaseither. brought 
the Mariners closer to Douglas at the 
top of the rankings. However, 
Douglas still remains two games 
above Malaspina as one of the top 
four teams in BC. 
After these two sour notes in the 
season. the Royals came out of their 
shells against the Mariners on the 
following clay with raw energy and 
The second game followed a 
similar pattern for the Royals as they 
won 15-11, and Malaspina took the 
third win of 8-15. 
to name, 
but it was not enough. The 15-9 win 
counted towards the Royals victory 
3-1 points. 
Thatadditional victory now puts 
Douglas further ahead of Malaspina 
and also knocks Malaspina down 
further h-om the Provincial Playoffs. 
After the three consecutive 
games hosted by Douglas against 
Cariboo, VCC Langara and 
Malaspina, the record for the Royal 
Women's Volleyball team stands at 
f:!-4-6. 
Head coach Dave Dalcanale felt 
that the women's matches against 
Cariboo and VCC did show a 
"sluggish'' effort on the women's 
performance. 
''I wasn't really happy with it. 
We were not anticipating the plays 
properly and we were missing our 
tallest girl [middle blocker Daria 
Vandergraff] due to injuries [at the 
vee game]," Dalcanale explained. 
''However, we still think that we can 
beat them." 
Dalcanale was refering to vee 
in that last quote. The Royals are still 
confident that they will be able to 
defeatVCCintheProvincialPlayoffs 
should the two teams run into each 
other. 
Meggln Scartett t>Uts up a gallant effort tor DC Royals, agaln~t Malaspina 
For a recap of the season: On 
October9 and 10, the women travelled 
to Kelowna, to place Frrst at the 
Ogopogoo Tournament with a 6-0-0 
record and defeating Arch-Rival 
Trinity Western University (TWU) 
in the finals. On Oct 17, OC opened 
their league season, crucifying the 
much weaker Columbia Bible 
College (CBC) whose attempts were 
futile against the attacks of OC's 
JoannaHorvathand Charity Crozier.. 
A double victory at BCIT was also 
claimedbytheRoyalsastheydefeated 
Selkirk and CNC (currently ranked 
at the top in BCCAA standings) . In 
the game against College of New 
Caledonia(CNC), the Royals were 
trailing in all four gam~ but as they 
comebackinthreeofthefourclosing 
marginsof9-5, 14-5,and8-2 they also 
squeezed out 2 point-victories. 
CanbooCollegealso fell to the Royals 
on Nov. 7. Against 1WU, Douglas 
suffered the first loss of their season. 
1be Royals were psyched up, but 
they lost the spirit and allowed 1WU 
to dictate the game. Of course, the 
following week, Douglas resumed 
their winning streak by trouncing 
BCIT in their usualJ.{) point games. 
On Nov. 27, Douglas travelled to 
Nanaimo to face Malaspina in a 
''lacklustre game from the Douglas 
standpoint" as Dalcanale had noted 
in the weekly report. The minds of 
the Royals were not tuned to the 
match. The following day, Douglas 
travelled to Port Moody Jr. Secondary 
to play against vee Langara. The 
intensity level was far greater than 
the previous evening, and Douglas 
played an excellent game despite the 
loss. Facing Okanagan and winning 
in early December, marked the 
midpoint of the season for the 
women.Atthis pointtherecordstood 
at 6-3-{). 
For a recap of the second half, 
Douglas travelled to Selkirk to defeat 
Selkirk and second time. 
The they 
ina3-
'-'<U'uu•a.u::, how 
>gi"I'!SSErl and if 
in this 
''I hope 
a lot of stuff, 
didn't think 
they couici do. All it takes is one 
match." 
Also mentioned repeatedly 
throughout the seasons, by 
Dalcanale's reports, were the efforts 
of the team members. Among them, 
third year Donna Furlani, rookie 
Daria Vandergraff, and 
sophmoresMarcieSattlerandJoanna 
Horvath enjoyed a good season 
contributing countless kills and 
blocks. Charity Crozier was noted 
throughoutfor her service aces. Also 
notable, were Meggin Scarlett, and 
TamiKuehnfortheirassistsandkills. 
1be Provincial Tournament for 
the women will be hosted by Douglas 
College this year. If the Women 
Royals remain one of the top four 
teams in the province to qualify for 
the playoffs, they will have home-
court advantage! 
Meanwhile head coach Brian 
Newman and coach Blake Bevan are 
having an easy time coaching the 
eleven players on Douglas College's 
Men's Volleyball Team. The players 
are competing in their league and 
enjoying it too. 
While the Men's team did not suffer 
any lapses in their season as the 
women have, the team is still working 
hard for their well-earned victories 
and learning from their losses. 
Currently, the Royals sitinfourth 
placeintheleaguebutNewmanfeels 
that by the time the playoffs come 
around, in two weeks, that the Royals 
will be in 2nd or 3rd place depending 
on ~e Uyee games coming up this 
weekend. 
"Wehavefiveteamsintheleague 
fighting for four spots in the 
Provincial playoffs," Newman said, 
simply. '1f we play well, then we 
make it." 
So far, two of the highlights in 
the season seem to be the Royals' 
BCCAA Women's Volleyball 
Wmter 1993 Update to Feb.15th 
2nd Half of the 92/93 Season 
Jan. 30th BOT 2@ eARIBOO 3 
MALASPINA 3@ CBC 0 
Feb.3rd CBCO@TWU3 
Feb. 5th vee 2@ MALASPINA 3 
Feb. 6th SELKIRK 3@ BOT 1 
OKANAGAN 3@ BCIT 0 
CNe 3 (@BOT) vs. OKANAGAN 0 
CNe3®BCITO 
OKANAGAN 3 (@BOT) vs SEJ" .KIRK 1 
CNe 3 (@BCIT) vs SELKIRK 0 
eARIBOO 1 @DOUGLAS 3 
CBCO®Vee3 
Feb. 7th SELKIRK 1 @BOT 3 
CAruB000@0KANAGAN3 
Feb. 11th vee 3@ DOUGLAS 1 
Feb. 12th 1WU3@BCIT2 
MALASPINA 1 @DOUGLAS 3 
Feb, 13th CAruBOO 0@ 1WU 3 
Provincial Rankings 
Teams games wins losses points 
1WU 16 13 3 26 
CNe 16 12 4 24 
vee 15 12 3 24 
Dou~ 15 11 4 22 
MalaSpina 15 9 6 18 O~an 16 9 7 18 
earl boO 16 6 10 12 
BOT 17 4 13 8 
Selkirk 16 3 13 6 CBC 16 0 16 0 
February 17,1993 
second match against vee and 
Ma1aspina on Feb.ll and 12 Both 
teams had defeated DC before but 
now Douglas has turned the tables 
on two of the higher ranked BCCAA 
teams, thus knocking them down 
and possibly out of the Provincial 
Playoffs. 
VCC and Douglas College 
competed against each other for the 
second timethisseason,Nov.27VCC 
had defeated Douglas but in this 
second game, the Royals were 
performing as the smarter and more 
organized team and stomped the 
overconfident vee team into the 
ground. 
Though vee had started 
service, a Royal combination of 
VOLLEY,VOL~,-·BooM turned 
Game 1 over to the Royals. Swift 
reflexes help the Royals in keeping 
directed attacks in the air. Douglas 
took pleasure in aiming their kills at 
a diagonal angle which usually 
passed through the vee blocks. 
Team effort by VCC started lacking 
as Douglas made tips which landed 
just behind VCCs attack line. The 
response by the opposition was to 
watch the ball hit the ground with a 
soft thud. Doug1astookGame1 (15-
6). 
Game 2 was more varied in the 
action. VCCstillcontinued to stare at 
the tips hitting the ground, but 
Douglas made a few ball-handling 
errors, and at times, neither team 
could serve the ball over the net. The 
Royals took a second small win, 15-3. 
Game 3 was probably the worst 
for vee though the score did not 
show it Douglas used their second 
string players and still jumped high 
to attack the ball but their opposition 
was lazy and seemed completely 
unmotivated as they made one 
mistake after another. Douglas took 
the set with a 15-7 win. 
'The game was good," Coach 
Newman commented. "We did our 
things well, everyonegottoplay! It's 
not every game that the subs get to 
play." 
Thefollowingday, Douglas took 
only 3 games to defeat the strong 
competition from the Malaspina 
Mariners. 
In Game 1, Malaspina and 
Douglas kept the scores within two 
points of each other throughout the 
entire 28 minutes. Both teams aimed 
their attacks deep, and there was 
good blocking. Thepointscamefrom 
the occasional mistakes of the 
opposition. Douglas kept a two point 
lead after an 11-11 tie to take the first 
game 15-13 over Malaspina. 
Game 2 and 3 saw the Royals 
pullingawaywithstrongleadsin the 
beginning. 
In Game 2, with the score at 14:-
6 for DC, Malaspina put up a tough 
match for the last point but it was a 
well-earned gamepoint for Douglas 
after seven rallies. 
In Game 3, Malaspina was once 
again determined to close the gap in 
the score, which they did, but that 
was all they did. Their efforts could 
notpreventthefinal game-point. The 
Royals won 15-11,makingthe match 
a ~ point count towards their 
standing in the Provincial Standings. 
It's pleasing to the eyes and ears 
to see DC defeat two teams that had 
bea1en them before. The Royals had 
been looking at what vee had been 
doingin the past, after the first match, 
figuringoutwhatkind of competition 
they were actually facing. As for the 
Mariners, the first game was tight, 
the offense and defense varied with 
each rally. The Royals were able to 
adapt quickly and by that time "the 
momentum shifted" (as Newman 
had noted) and Malaspina could not 
comeback. 
Though Malaspina is one of the 
five teams in the league competing 
for Provincial Playoffs, it seems, 
according to statistics that the 
Mariners are no longer a threat to 
Douglas, 1WU, CBC or Okanagan 
seeing as how they've only taken 
victory in the matches where they 
held Home-Court Advantage. 
It doesn't usually matter, it 
seems,butitdoesmatteralottosome 
teams. 
For a recap of the season: On 
October 9 and 10 the team competed 
in the Ogopogoo Tournament in 
Kelowna. Placing second after a loss 
toTrinityWesternUniversity(1WU), 
Coach Newman was pleased with 
theweekendbutalsofeltthatDouglas 
had "a lot of work to do'' . 
In opening their seasonofleague 
play October 17, Douglas was 
challenged by the highly-spirited 
team Columbian Bible College, but 
did not hesitate in crucifying the 
opposition. Travelling to BCIT on 
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L-----------------------------------------------------~~--~--------~~ One man Royal block, Adam Faris (right) jumps up to deflect any sHacks by Carlboo College Sun Demons 
Halloween, Douglas defeated two 
weaker teams in the same day. CNC 
fell in an easy match for the Royals 
and Selkirk faced a similar fa te. 
One of the major highlights of 
the season took place on November 
13,Douglashostedand.defeatedArch 
Rivals 1WU.Itwas definitely a game 
to remember as the Royals missed 39 
serves, bothNewmanand 1WUhead 
coach Ron Pike both received red 
card penalties, and players on both 
teams left long slug-trails of sweat 
for the umpire to wipe up. 
After competing against BCIT , 
the Royals stood as the only 
undefeated team in the Province. 
After that, things turned sour for the 
team as they suffered three 
consecutive losses to vee Langara, 
Malaspina and Okanagan to end the 
first half of the 92-93 season. 
The second half of the season 
proved to be much more satisfying 
as they began by defeating CBC and 
crushing Selkirk on site. January 28 
against BCIT was no challenge at all 
fortheRoyals.FacingCaribooCollege 
was an interesting game. There was 
good teamworkandcommunication 
among the players. There were no 
stars, just good constant plays and 
good fakes, which were needed. Of 
course, not to be forgotten are the 
well-earned victories against vee 
a.-tdMalaspina,asmentionedearlier. 
"It' s been an interesting 
season,"Newmancommented. "We 
played as a team, there was good 
hard work by everyone, we do well 
as a team and we stress that more and 
more. We're always in control. We 
could do really well or we could 
blow it but we're in control." 
Playing for the Douglas Men's 
Team are Captains Paul Chu (setter) 
and Adam Faris (middle), Mike 
McNamara (P /M), Fred FooandJeff 
Foo (both Power), Jason Baxter (PI 
M), Braden Gabert (5/P), Rob Gowe 
(P /M), Peter Konopacki, Vihn Ngo, 
and William Maclean. 
Playing for the Women's Team 
are Captains DonnaFurlani(U /5) and 
Joanna Horvath (P /M), Erica Ikari Marie DeClaire (M), Meggin Scarlett 
(P) Michelle Shute (S) Tami Kuehn (P), Ch arity Crozier (P),Daria (P), Marcie Sattler CM), Jennifer Vandergraff(M)andBlyn McMullin 
Stelnicki (U), Sybille Stipp (M),Anne (5). 
' 
BCCAA Men's Volleyball 
Wmter 1993 Update to Feb 15th 
2nd Half of the 92193 Season 
Feb.3rd 
Feb. 5th 
Feb. 6th 
BOT 1 @ eARIBOO 3 
MALASPINA 1 @ CBC 3 
CBC2@TWU3 
vee 0@ MALASPINA 3 
SELKIRK 2@ BOT 3 
OKANAGAN3@BOTO 
CNe 1 (@BOT) vs OKANAGAN 3 
eNeO®BOT3 
OKANAGAN 3 (@BelT) vs SELKIRK 0 
eNe 3 (@BOT) vs SELKIRK 2 
eARIBOO 0 @ OOUGLAS 3 
eBC3 @Vee2 
Feb. 7th SELKIRK 1 @BOT 3 
CARm002@0KANAGAN3 
Feb. 11th vee 0@ OOUGLAS 3 
Feb. 12th TWU 3@ BelT 1 
MALASPINA 0@ OOUGLAS 3 
Feb. 13th eARIBOO 1 @ TWU 3 
Provincial Rankings 
Teams Games wins losses points 
1WU 
Okanagan16 
CBC 
Dougla$ ·15 
Malaspina 15 
earibOO 16 
BOT 
vee CNe 
Selirk 
16 
14 
16 
11 
9 
7 
17 
15 
13 
16 
14 
2 
11 
4 
6 
9 
5 
4 
4 
0 
2 
28 
5 
22 
18 
14 
12 
11 
9 
16 
28 
22 
10 
8 
8 
0 
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TM-How choose &o many songs did MH - On m for the album lou have to 
really lyabout 16 son st , really pi,.h, W gs. We're really 
uff and basica ~:~·. e demoed a lot , 
t~!~!~NALIA ... 
most rece t n -The song seem to n release, Pureaf s on your 
. contain unali 
spite and an underl · a, flip sid thanger as well as ymg sense of 
th e ars ha a complet 
ere a specifi ppy and upbeat I e 
out? c message yo ' • s 
J 
u rep H' 
ordy Birch u mg 
it. That' (vocals)- You' h. 
to the so~ exactly it. Someti::: ~t right on 
positive g Blast, you'll hear t~_if you listen 
I'm not me~g~ like 'it's a bla IS really 
happy. I~young life is grand a~t~~~ ~ alive'. 
the bu J get over all l,e IS llshit in We l.t the hurdles and II r, can be fun a 
TM . 
-The record twi many directi sts and tum . 
that wr ons. Is there s m so 
you? aps up the whole ~";;' one song 
Ma k umfor 
r He.nning (k :;,:f %J'r!~ album i=~~gs)p-My favorite 
L- 1 .... sons 10 •t ure T.L- , tne most d" J' rl . Musical[ . '. nere s im lverse and has . y, It s by far 
pact.It's also the an mcredible 
story around it " song that has the 
that got us . ,or us 'cause it's the most Signed. Our dem ,; song oo, Pure 
ended up goin 
recording it tJ on the record. W . mood t,._t t we couldn't e tried re-
B "" we had done even match track. We ended on this little the 
track onto a 2 inch up transferring the CllSSdB te 
where analogta keyboa we re-sang the pe to a 24 track 
then rds, added some~!!_~~ new tran""'-ed vut:runp · 
track digi"CI" that onto a halff:mitars 
add all thefaso we could mix it d 48 
camefr ncy stuff to tha own and 
cassetteomB this little, tiny 8 ~ achgain.It aU 
track dem m wide 
song on top E o: Then, it'sabriu· 
musically ,· ~hing about the umt 
mystical /eeF.C::lly, the melody thesong, ~ ·~g u..i:! ':.':'.:."""K II """"'/::: 
part ~'!/{e~t. I W:X/a~':l ~rums 
claves an stuff. V::.' ~bourines as::" 
drummer) totally Leigh (Grant 
letting the mach. changed his ;;.,ld ' Now mep''"'al ,- .Hewas 
. we constantl .-:~ . ong with him 
Leigh's drummi y ~ne the . 
machine and .t ng With the tighr:::' of 
dense, percu;s; creates this really of the 
big part of ve sound that has ~: JB _ our style. ut:UJrru: a 
Pure would ...-nJ.nJ. 
well but in my wo':id"""""ly sum it u · 
sums Pure (the , Zen is ~ qu1te bmul) up for me. Y what 
TM-Wh b enwritin Jl ~rso~ experi~ were you inspired 
Yfow IS actwzlly ~ ~ce.lt'sabcnd . onac:r:;t alley ou this . 1 'W • 
herself r:nth t ~of w~tereKf'" lived s'ived in 
really ha a VKtfer knife and she. he cut 
probablyppy at the same time TNS 
fr 
where I get this ·That's 
om. I 'WO'Nld sit and happy/Sild thin 
She never really talk to her g 
said 'You len killed herselfbu~· 
a real r;r.. uw, you should · one tune I 
alway.t:use it's gettin ":z
51 
.do it or get 
yourself. sh;~ ~U you J, ::boring 
wrote the song cane% dJm:e around so I Weild 0 Waltz 
TM-What bo · Were the a . ut Pure or Bl;.,.J .. l parti~ wnHen about ....,.,_Kiss? 
JB 
anyonein 
-Pure · Holly's.I~s ~lly ~t a friend of 
people wlw (went~ song about these 
hypocritiazl. TL-· wch wlw were 
UNlS the ,..;,,.:;Ko:f had this little girl very 
was -r=,....F,,.,; wlw too, su ,... ,......orr and the . ~(Holly) fu< ly._-.They ...,ld,.. fomiJy 
g.rl in thefamilyweanng jetms. One ,~~h.~ 
very ... got -:~, urc 
their r::f··.tlre frmrily ~t. She TNS 
of it all .... The song's about~ out of 
. urclrypocrisy 
proadure Therelly It bealme a very ~ •.• UNlS Simple 
never any nw>d. never .Jny debat ,~.wn. e, 
TM-Whar Pure s the signifi" R{un4liR's &on cance of ~ - ... This ir t cover? 
m this world ony that is al . no abso1 • No one can be uxzys existing 
1d 
ute. Everythi . pure. There · 
nd of whaf the n~ IS gray and •L-''IS 
real sin· cover IS depict. uuu s happi ister tone but then ther ~g.I! has a 
ha ness ... The sort of e s this 
it ~~lyg the little g:£ ,anevif looking clcrwn 
,_. the . I lce-crea the clown gu that's the evil m:; cone. Is 
J.n,.h..- , bealuse you d , acter or .,......~,ound of ·ther on t know tL-
. el of them. ne 
TM- What about . '-1 MH- That the album's titl 
in L.A came as a JO. ke "'' e? 
., the first ti. . ne were d com me we met he uwn 
to=· We were talkin t (record) ~-.1-.1 T -shirts, st~ g about (needing) 
na:ucu to get . s and stuff W 
Todd (S ·m1c parifunalia' .I th · k : e I O, gvifar'-L- .'n, It UNlS 
some pureafunalia' ,,,. .. t ~ we need 
name the m:ord · When 1t came t · 
name ' we already had une to 
• agreat 
TM- What's the difference between the 
last Blast video and thenewone(released 
on Much Music, Thurs. Feb.18th)7 
MH -It's the same song. The first Blast 
took sort of a comic side to it. This one 
takes, I think, more of a manic side. There's 
more clever stuff .. l think it's a better video 
TM- Release wise, what can we expect 
from you next? 
MH - Well, Blissful (Kiss) is the new 
single in CanadJJ and I'm not sure what the 
second single in the States is going to be. If 
it's Pure, then there will be a big 
releasing ... Todd just played guitar on a 
remix for Spiritual (Pollution).It' s 
supposed to be really intensely heavy so we 
might be releasing a remix of Spiritual 
Pollution. Sort of like the butch, big remix 
version. Todd says he played nineteen tracks 
it so there'll be £t wall 
~·~ 
'PURE. 711ERE'S 
NOMJSOLUTE. 
TM -Do you think you'll feel any extra 
pressure when putting out your next 
album in light of the last one? 
MH -I think we'll feel pressure on 
ourselves because already, our writing has 
grown. There's one real benefit from 
touring: we're so much tighter as a band. 
We're starting to think a lot more unified ... 
Now the jams just happen.[ can't predict 
what it's all going to be because we just 
wrote about five new songs that are all sort 
of on one genre and the next batch is going 
to be in another. There's a certain mood. I 
think it's because of all the snow on the 
ground in January bugging up our heads. 
THEN AND NOW. .. 
TM -Take me back to the time when 
Pure was coming together. 
MH -We had written a song, Pure .. .then 
we played it live for the first time and then 
sent our original demos out. From that first 
mail out, a guy from Virgin Records flew 
up to see us. He was saying ' ... my advice to 
you would be to change your name'. Jordy 
was jokingly saying 'Well you know, we 
were thinking of changing our name to 
Pure'. Then all of a sudden, the song 
sum1111lrized our style .. .became our name 
and then when Dave (Hadley, bass) was 
there, everything just started clicking. 
Things just started falling into place so 
quickly. Within three months, we had 
demoed a couple more songs and then we 
had the music critiquing session with 
Music West. 
PURELY THEMSELVES ... 
TM- How often do you 
listen to your own music? 
MH - Every once in a while, but generally, 
not on my own will I listen to our record. 
About the only time I'll listen to our own 
music is when some one's over ... but just out 
of choice, I' lllisten to everyone else's music 
first ..• Touring, we play the songs every 
night, for forty nights or something ... You 
get one version of the song in your brain, so 
well ingrained b!4{ then (to) go back and 
hear the original recorded version is pretty 
cool. 
TM- How do you feel when you hear 
your stuff on the radio? 
MH -I like listening to it when it's on 
radio. There's something really cool when 
someone says 'This is Pure and this is the 
song Blast' or 'This is Spiritual Pollution'. 
You go 'cool'. It still has a good effect on us. 
TM - Who were your personal 
influences way back when.-? 
JB - Well, when I was born, my parents 
were into Hendrix and being hippies. They 
turned all of a sudden into Elvis and I got 
into Blue Hawaii records. So I was kind of 
messed up as a kid as far as that goes.[ 
never really got into music until Kiss came 
along and then .. .some of the romantic stuff 
or new wave we'll call it. That stuff had an 
effect on us but mostly bands like ACDC 
and harder bands. 
MH -I started playing piano when I was 4. 
I could read music before I could read 
English. I've had a very strong classical 
background. That has had an impact on me 
but .. l'm almost more influenced by guitar 
music than I am by keyboard music. 
TM - Are there any bands you admire 
today? 
MH -I listen to bands like the Cars and 
Ultravox and new wave ... but I also listen 
to The Police and harder stuff ... Bands like 
The The have had a huge impact on how I 
think about things in production and the 
arrangement of songs. Now I listen to 
Curve and Spiritualized all the time; 
disparate bands but both English and with 
English sounds. Curve being the disco side 
and Spiritualized being almost the modern 
day Doors. 
could do a lot of stuff on our own ... [ 
remember when we did the first demo, 
Greedy ... We did three songs and they 
came up brilliant. We did Blissful Kiss, 
Greedy and another one, Las Vegas Loves 
A Drunk, which might get released as a 
Bside one day ... We played it for Micheal 
Austin, our A&R guy .. His first comment 
was "so you're thinking of doing the record 
yourself?'. That's how much u~ had 
accomplished with just our little 16 track 
demos ... They trust us in the studio and 
Jordy' s done a lot of work with videos. He's 
become very trustworthy. He has good 
vision for that. Todd is sort of the every 
man in the band. He's a really prolific 
songwriter ... good in the studio .. .a really 
good guitar player and he has great ideas for 
videos .. ] specialize more in the studio ... 
That's where I've had the most experience. 
TM- You don't ever feel like you're 
having your life run for you? 
JB- No.l'm in total control of my life. 
Sometimes I have to follow my own advice 
and realize it's not all these cloudy days 1ike 
I figure it is. Sometimes you need to just 
wipe it out .. .and forget about all the things 
that are troubling you; get over it and live 
your life. Today' s one of those days where 
I'm definitely not living my own life. No 
body is running it for me but some days, 
you're right, I do feel like somebody's at the 
wheel and it's definitly not myself. 
TM - Do you ever feel like you are 
manipulated by the media? 
MH - Once in a while it can be annoying 
when someone really misconstrues the truth 
to the point where you seem like a complete 
idiot ... That's gonna happen with anybody 
'cause the media wants to make an 
interesting story, just as we want to give an 
interesting story. So sometimes the two just 
don't meet. You don't have control over 
everything. 
TM - Back at 86 Street, last November, 
I noticed just how much you guys are 
fawned upon; people reaching and 
grabbing for you. Do you ever feel like 
you are what's being sold rather than 
your music? 
JB - Prostitutes do drive nice cars and I did 
get a new car. So yeah, I'm a whore. There 
JB - Perry Farrel and Speech of Arrested 
Development and Sonic Youth. 
Especially Perry and Speech. They've got 
this thing of everybody holding hands and Ill,..~~~ 
b.> 
your sound, your smile, your frown, your 
hairdos if you want. You've got to put it all 
together. 
PURE ON TOUR. .. 
TM -Give me some highlights of your 
last cross-Canada tour. 
MH- On that tour, I'd say Winnipeg, 
Ottowa and London were fantastic 
shows .. ln Ottowa, it was just packed. This 
was the second time we had headlined there 
and it was amazing the amount of response 
we got. People were singing along and that 
was really a phenomenal feeling. We could 
hardly get to stage to encore. In London, we 
played and kept extending and extending 
and extending ... we ended up playing Pure 
as the last encore and just at the last point, 
we blew the amp.lt was so intense. People 
were just going mental. 
TM -Were you treated differently 
from town to town? 
MH - Every town is different. Like in 
Calgary, they're really appreciative but as 
soon as the band's over, they run for the 
door. I feel/ike writing a note up on the 
posters (that says)' When the band says it's 
their last song, they're lying. We have one 
more song to play. You 're supposed to clap 
and wait for them to do it'. Winnipeg ~ 
phenomenal for us ... people were going 
crazy. What we're doing seems to be 
making an impact. That's great. 
LOLLAPALdOZA 
TOUR WOULD 
BE A RUSH 
TM - How much impact do you think 
touring the States will have on your 
noteriety7 
MH -I think we've done fairly well in 
Canada and it's getting better. We're 
getting more and more radio play. lt makes 
me feel good because we're Canadian ... We 
all want to do well in our home countrv but 
at the same time, we want to be · 
international. We don't want to be a little 
icon of success in Canada. I'm a little 
nervous because it's a different market. To 
be honest, I really don't love America .. My 
brother teaches down in LA. I remember 
staying with him, just going 'Ugh!'.l had 
this really on edge feeling the whole time. 
getting together, working towards V~ 1 WVIIWW 
something that's really good to get out of TM- Is Daniel Ash (ex-member of 
the slime I think that we're in .. ArresteJ •...rArPA£ Love and Rockets) your ideal touring 
Development is one of these bands that you wren... partner? 
think is so nice and easy and happy and MH -I think it will be a very successful 
stuff but there's this undtrlying current of tour for us, just like the Big, Bad and 
negativity and being pissed off and I think TM- Does such attention bother you? Groovy Tour. I wouldn't say Bootsauce 
that's good. Instead of just saying u We're MH -It's the first time in our whole lives and Sons of Freedom are ideal bands to be 
gonna fuck the system', don't fuck the that we've ever had that. You'd have to be a compared with. (They) are so different, then 
TM- Back when the band formed, system, make your own. pretty strange person not to appreciate it, at you add Pure into the bill and ihen Art 
how did you envision yourselves to be least initially. Maybe after years and years Bergman ... it was so well rounded. That 
today? TM- Do you ever feel like the of tripping over people that are hanging on was a raging success for us so, I'm willing 
JB -It's going along how we sort ofplnmled industry is pushing you around? your ankles, you'd get annoyed. It's more to wait and see. Ujl 
it.lt' sa progression.[ think we already MH - We've been really lucky because right · than just the music. It's the whole thing. WISH I lnft Y. .. 
know what we're going to do. I think a lot of from day one, we proved to them that we You're up there. You're selling yourself, TM - If you, together with the rest of 
people do. You just have to ...------------------------------------,the band, could have one 
open up your mind and let the THURSDAY wish granted, what would 
mysticism in and start 1!e 11!! you ask for? 
believing in the future, which ~ 1-"',u~e MH -As an attainable wish, I 
is inside your head. You ~ .Iii- FEB think all of us really want to 
already know it. + get on the Lollapalooza Tour, 
MH- I totally agree with 1 . though I've heard Madonna going to plan as far as we're ~ would be a dream come true for Jordy that everything is sort of ~~~~ ~~~~~ 25th might be headlining it. It 
concerned because we never Jordy. He wants to tour with 
really doubted our aln1ities.l Madonna.l' d rather poke her 
watched an old video of us at in the head with a stick..As a 
86 Street (from) about two group, iguess we ali want to 
yt!llTS ago. (Then) I always sell lots of records, but 
walked off stage thinking 'we Lollapalooza would be a rush. 
were amazing'. When I 
watched it, I was laughing. We 
were so b:ul. After doing three 
tours now, our confidence is 
like, a thousand fold greater 
and we've just ·blossomed and 
with Jordy as the front man, 
he's just soared. We all project 
that same sort of feeling. As 
soon as I walk on stage, I get in 
a really good mood ..• .lhat' s one 
of the reasons why you put up 
with all the hardship and you 
put up with living on macaroni 
and cheese for the nat few 
years .. l've got the best job in 
the world. ~t 
GRACE LAND 
Doors 
Open 
at 8:30pm 
TM- What would you wish 
for personally? 
MH -I'd like to pay off my 
Visa bill. That would be a good 
thing. 
JB -I'm not in any mental 
state to say that. Maybe, that 
at the drop of a hat, I would be 
able to fall into a trance and 
out of a trance whenever I 
wanted, forever and ever. 
That's basically what I'd want 
at this point. Maybe next week, 
I'd want to live on an island. 
Maybe one day, who knows? I 
want to have a son.[ don't 
know.T~~rightnow,l . 
want to get a big bottle of red 
wine and have a good time at 
practice.~ 
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Hansons Happy Hewing Hockey Hardcore 
The Ramones get Don Cherry's brain 
Beer, hockey, & punk- the 
stuff of magic. It doesn't take a Don 
Cherry to know that good hits make 
for good music. CanCon 
programmers rejoice (or beware) -
the slapshot is back in Canadian 
music! 
The Hanson Brothers 
Gross Misconduct 
Alternative Tentacles Records 
reviewed by Tim Crumley 
Did you ever watch a '76 movie by 
the name of Slapshot? It involved a 
bad bunch of hockey players on a 
bad team who have a winningseason 
when the GM starts getting goons to 
play for the team. Among the 
gooniest of the goons were the 
Hanson Brothers, three 6 year-olds 
trapped in 19 year-old bodies, who 
speared, slashed, cross-checked, and 
fought their way to the height of the 
league when they weren't playing 
withtheirdumptrucks.Nowthey're 
ina band. 
Actually, the band is madeupof 
membersofNoMeansNo, DO,A.and 
ShowbizGiants-theyjustpretend 
to be the Hanson Brothers. But it's a 
good impersonation. And the style 
of music, you ask? Well, let's just call 
it 'Ramonesesque.' Actually, 
considering the Ram ones' last record, 
they "out-Ramone" the Ramones. 
Thedifference?Mostofthesongs 
concentrate on Canadians' favourite 
pastimes: beer and hockey. With 
lyrics like I met her up on the zamboni/ 
I asked her out for some spumoni/ And 
just when things were going swell/ They 
traded me to the AHL, how can you go 
wrong? 
The only thing that would 
concern me would be if the record 
weren't a parody (but it is). Consider 
ita 38-minuteode to hockey violence, 
Saskatchewan, beer, and 
masturbation. Definitely a picko' the 
month. It's hilarious. 
Do you want free tapes, 
CDs, pizza and stuff? 
Come write for 
the Other Press!! 
Go Play in the Dirt with Alice and her Chains 
Sticks and stones may break your 
bones but Alice in Chains will excite you 
Alice In OWns (from Seattle) 
have released their second album, 
Dirt. The band has an odd sound. 
They have typical metal elements in 
their songs yettheydemonstrate their 
creativity and originality 
by altering those elements 
significantly to make them unique to 
the band (On 'SickMan' they play in 
3/ 4time-whichiscommonlyreferred 
to as waltz time). 
Allee In Chains 
Dirt 
Columbia\ Sony 
revelwed by Vernon Keldlayne 
Staley has a good, adaptable vocal 
style that really enhances the dark 
mood for much of the material on 
Dirt. The band is very tight, and 
original; Jerry Cantrell's playing is 
song oriented rather than solo 
5mlJ presents The Ariti-Whaler's Ball 
a Benefit for the Sea Shepard Society 
"ROCK TH£· BOAT" with 
oriented as so many guitarists out 
there are, in fact most of his solos 
compliment the songs they are laid 
over top of (check out 'Rooster'). 
Dlrtlyrically,notjustmusically, 
is a heavy album with songs about 
death, disease, desperation, hate, and 
addiction. Try 'Hate to Feel': "Stare 
at me with empty eyes and point 
your words at me/ Mirror on the 
wall will show you what your afraid 
to see". 
1ben there's 'Sick Man': "Ah, 
what's the difference, I'll die in this 
sickworldofmine/Whatthehellam 
II leper from inside/ Inside wall of 
peace/ dirty and diseased." 
My personal favorites off of the 
album are 'Rooster', 'Angry Chair', 
'SickMan', 'Would?' (also heard on 
the singles soundtrack), 'God Smack', 
and 'Down in a Hole' (note-theactual 
track 9 is not named, thus 'Hate to 
Feel' is actually track 10). 
Dirt is a great album and if you 
are into either grunge, or metal. This 
album is a definite must- have. 
COPYRIGHT© •Eronolinecrush It's Those Medeling 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 20 ooors:8:30pm 
with special guests from Seattle ·The Confused 
Kids in their Mystery Machine!!! 
MARDI GRAS WEDNESDAY PARTY WITH 
ARAGATIIOR. 
BLACK. RAIN 
_TOKER.'S VVILD 
RIKER'S ISLAND 
MARDI GRAS 1\.IANIA 
STARRI;>;G 
SECOND NATURE 
with special guc~ts The Harvesters & Two Trains 
SATURDAY FEBRV .. lRY 21 • Doors: 8:30pm 
~ t..l I c., .\t .111 lli.J\•·1 "·"'''' ln•:o!'""'' .a:. wdl do; ~~~~·, .11td lnk>u•Jln.,.. in llldJUr hnH·r nwinf.stl 
- m.111, l II \RCI ltY r110'1 ~.-.o--l~+t: ·" 
-----~- --
Local alternative band Mystery Machine 
U makes it big-- but where's the goofy dog? 
TheywerethewinnersofOTR's 
December1991 Shindigcompetition. 
TheyplayedatLollapalooza. They've 
opened for Pearl Jam. Buffalo Tom 
and Fishbone. They're Canadians, 
they're from Chilliwack- they're ... 
Mystery Machine. 
Mystery Machine has just 
released its first full length album on 
Nettwerk. Glazed is a great start for 
a very promising band. It has a lower 
budget feel which only serves to 
enhance the band's sound. If the 
production was too slick it wouldn't 
stand out as much. 
Mystery Machine 
Glazed 
Nettwerk 
reviewed by Byrun Stedman 
The band sounds like Sonic 
Youth at times on songs like 
"Everyone' sAlright'' aPd ''Ride". The 
album's opening song, "Shaky 
Ground", can currently be heard on 
COAST 1040, and is a great example 
of Mystery Machine's sonic 
craftsmanship; they use dissonance 
tastefully and creatively, and are not 
afraid to use vocal harmonies. 
The bands weakestpointis their 
lyrics, but in light of the music styl~ 
it doesn't really matter. 
Glazed is a good first album 
from a band that deserves to have 
received the contract to make it. Next 
time you are in am usic store and are 
faced with the dilemma of buying a 
good "alternative" album, pick up 
Mystery Machine. 
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Other Editorials & Opinions 
M~hs Mask the 
Facts about Rape 
Moving through the myths and realities that support sex-role 
sterotyping, we can uncover two differences that do distinguish 
men from women: Women carry and give birth to children and 
men, on the average, are a little heavier and taller than women. 
Around these facts have grown whole cultures in which men have 
varying degrees of power, both collectively and individually, 
economically, politically and physically. In contrast, women are 
relatively powerless. 
The rape situation is an enactment of this unequal power 
relationship . .Reillforcing all this are the myths surrounding rape, 
that reflect the attitudes and values held and passed on by the 
majority of people. 
myth Rapeisasexcrimecommitted by men with uncontrollable 
sex drives. 
fact Rapeisacrimeofaggressioncommittedbymenwhowant 
to dominate, degrade and compel physical intimacy on 
unwilling women. Most rapes are not spontaneous but 
planned ahead of time. 
myth Rapists are usually mentally sick, perverted and/ or 
sexually unfulfilled men. 
fact Rapists are no different than the average man, phyically 
sexually or psychologically. Mosthaveagreatertendency 
to express violence and rage more openly. Many are 
married and/ or have 'normal' sexual relationships. 
myth Rape happens outside in dark, isolated places. 
fact The majority of rapes happen in either the victim's or 
rapist's home, with the nextmostcommonlocation being 
the rapist's car. 
myth Rapist and victim are strangers to each other. 
fact In over half of the known cases the rapist is known to the 
victim in varying degrees of familiarity- from a trusting 
initial meeting to a close family friend or relative. 
myth A woman cannot be raped by her husband. 
fact Women ARE raped by their husbands, butonlyinJanuary, 
1983 was this legally recognized. 
myth "Nice girls" don't get raped. 
fact All females, from children to old women, are potential 
rape victims.Following all the 'correct' standards for a 
virtuous woman does not necessarily provide protection 
from rape. The most common characterristic among rape 
victims is vulnerablility. Reasons for vulnerability include 
the inability to defend oneself; physical limitations such as 
confining clothes, handicapes, fears; or environmental 
circumstances such as getting off work at 2 a.m. 
myth Women enjoy being raped. 
fact The idea that women could possibly enjoy forced sexual 
intercourse a is a male fantasy which confuses rape with 
sex, instead of violence. The idea that rape is 
comparable to sex between consenting people is as 
preposterous as suggesting that food is enjoyed whether 
rammed down one's throat or eaten normally at dinner. 
myth Women ask forit. 
fact Even using a mere gesture or way of dressing as the scale 
to measure provocation on the part of the raped woman, 
as the Federal Commision on Crimes of Violence report, 
only 4% of reported rapes involved any precipitative 
behaviour on the part of the woman. Our society entices 
and rewards women to appear sexually attractive but 
those unlucky enough to be raped are condemned as 
'deserving it'. 
These myths make a woman feel responsible 
and unprepared for an assault. They also justify and 
condone the offender's actions. As for society, the 
collective judge, it passes sentence based on this 
distorted view of reality. 
Career Planning in the Women's Center 
Monday, March 8 2 - 4 pm 
Workshops for Women at Thomas Haney Center 
Legal Options that Work for You 
Saturday, Feb. 20 lOam to 3pm 
Community Services for You 
~Feb. '1.7 lOam to 3pm 
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Healing the Pain 
Some time ago, I experienced 
somethingthatwouldforeverchange 
my life. Something that I considered 
very intimate and special was 
changed into a hurtful experience. I 
was raped. It was somebody that I 
knew and trusted. 
Since my experience, every 
relationship that I have had has been 
affected in some way. It was a long 
time before I could trust people in the 
same way I did before I was raped. 
To this day, I still have problems 
trusting people. 
It took me sometime to actually 
. realizethatl had been raped. I thought 
that it could never happen to me, but 
it had. My first reaction was one of 
completeshock. lwenttomyfamily 
doctor. She helped me through a 
humiliating procedure to ensure I 
was not pregnant. 
After that I was in contact with 
the police. They asked me questions 
such as: did I have tom clothing, 
blood stained clothes and physical 
markings? Toanswerthosequestions 
was difficult. 
1bis led to whether or not I 
would press charges. In the end I 
didn't because everything would 
become a matter of his word against 
mine. This was something that I 
could not deal within court. Because 
a police investigation was involved, 
the person I had trusted was scared 
shitless. I hope that he did actually 
learn his lesson. 
Unfortunately, the effects still 
remain with me. It is hard for me to 
describe, but all I can say is that it was 
a state of emotional confusion. I did 
not know myself at all, my identity 
was lost. I felt violated and hurt. I 
sometimesfeltitwasmyfaultbecause 
I had allowed myself to get into a 
situation where I had been hurt . 
I dug myself into a hole where 
nobodycouldhurtme. ldidnottrust 
anybody. Butl realized life could not 
be lived that way. We all at some 
point in time have to trust somebody, 
and it is crucial that both parties have 
respect for one another in order for 
them to trust each other. 
There is still much more that I 
have to deal with. One aspect is 
whether or not I am HN -positive. I 
have gone for tests and so far they 
have been negative, but it may take 
uptotwoyearsbeforeapersoncould 
have a positive HN test result. It has 
been a year-and-a-half. 
ldonotknowwhetherthewords 
I write truly reflect my feelings or 
whatlam tryingtosaycomesacross. 
I do know that there are many others 
who have experienced and/or will 
experience rape. It is not any easy 
thing to deal with. 
Even as I write, the memories of 
the past haunt me. I wish I could 
forget them but I cannot. The only 
thing I can try to do is to turn those 
memories into something of value, 
which is very difficult. I hope that 
you, the reader, and you who raped 
me, will remember that sex can be 
both a beautiful experience and the 
worst experience someone can have. 
Name Withheld 
women:Ifyouareinacrisisorwould 
like more information call Vacouver 
Rape Relief and Women's Shelter at 
872-8212 
men:Ifyouwanttohelpstopviolence 
against women contact the House 
Funding Committee at Vancouver 
Rape Relief and Women's Shelter at 
872-82120Rifyou think you maybe 
abusing your partner or want to find 
out, contact the Share Counselling 
Center at 931-3110. 
Available: a career that's 
• rewarding ·fulfilling • beneficial 
·professional • in demand 
Learn more about chiropractic medicine 
-drug-free health care as new as tomorrow. 
Day/Date: Mon., Mar. 1 Time: 11 - 1 p .m. 
Place: Main Level Concourse, By The Cafeteria 
If you can't attend, and 
want to know more about 
chiropractic as a career, 
contact 1-800-533-9210. 
lDGAJN 
COLLEGE + OF + CHIROPRACTIC 
Your future is Logan! 
· If you think you are being harassed consult 
with one of the Harassment Advisors listed below. 
All Inquiries are strlct1y confidential. 
Lorna McCollum 527-5284 
Steve Norris 527 -5143 
Gory Tennant 527 -5137 
Elizo6eth Wilson 527 -5148 
Donna McGee 527-5537 or 467-6811 (Maple Ridge) 
.. 
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Other LaHars 
The Betrayal 
of Canada 
Dear Other Press Collecti~e: 
Under Brian Mulroney, the policies 
of the progressive Conservative 
federal gorvernment, both 
implemented and proposed, are 
tantamounttothe betrayal of Canada. 
The proposed North American Free 
Trade Agreement, which is likely to 
be pushed through in the next sitting 
of Parloament, is merely one more 
step in the dissolution of the ties and 
institutios which define Canada, thus 
preparingCanadaforabsorptioninto 
the United States of America. To 
restore Canadian nationhood we 
must rep lice- the present federal 
government with a government that 
Will implement policies which reflect 
the Canadian character. 
For further information please contact 
Steven Mather, the Graduate Issues 
Officer, at (604) 291-5723. or by fax at 
(604) 291-5723. 
Steven Mather 
Betty Lou 
Says We 
.. Blew •••.• ! 
Dear Other Press Collective 
Heel thatl mustcommenton the 
article in your Feb.3/93 paper by 
Elain Leong "Sexual Harassment in 
Douglas College Athletics" for two 
very important reasons. 
The first is the out-of-context 
quote that Ms. Leong attributes to 
me: "it'salittlething!"Weknowthat 
coaches have so much power over 
their athletes that a coach and athlete 
can develop the same type of 
relationship as any other 
couple ... shared goals, concerns, 
emotional highs and lows and 
common interests, which all serve to 
make the athlete psychologically 
vunerable. When a coach takes 
advantage of this intimacy, then we 
have a major problem. However, 
this incident did not result from an 
abuse of power; it was an 
inappropriate remark from a rival 
coach that offended an athlete. The 
matter was dealt with swiftly ·and 
expediently and that coach will think 
twice beforemakinganotheroff-color 
comment. 
Therefore, considering that Ms. 
Leong and I were in my office 
discussing the distress this young 
athete was feeling by even ha vingthe 
courage to come forward and 
complain, I am amazed that someone 
decided to sensationalize the issue 
and completely ignore the feelings 
ofthestudent-athelete.Ittakesagreat 
deal of courage to complain about 
harassment and when the result is an 
uncaring superficial reporting of the 
facts, it becomes that much more 
difficult. 
Secondly, your reporter and I 
had agreed to use the incident to 
publicize the greater issue. That is, 
the efforts being made in British 
Columbia to establish a proper 
COACHING CODE of CONDUCT 
which contains a section on sexual 
and personal harassment. I provided 
. Sorry, Liane 
The Other Press would like to apologize. Last issue we misspelled Liane 
Vezina's name as Liane Bezina. Liane is a dedicated street worker and advocate 
for street kids. She is afflliated with S.K.I.D., Vancouver's most progressive 
assistance program for youth living on the city's streets. 
TheOtherPressisDouglasCollege'sautonomousstudentnewspaper 
since 1976. 
Being autonomous means neither the Douglas College Students' 
Society or the College administration can tell the Other Press what to 
print. Only you, the students, can decide what goes in the paper by 
helping out. It means that if someone doesn't like us, they can't shut your 
voice down for telling the truth. 
We receive our funding from a student levy collected from you every 
semester at registration, and also from local and national advertising 
revenue. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian University Press, a 
cooperative of almost 50 student newspapers from across Canada. We 
adhere to CUP's Statment of Common Principles and Code of Ethics. 
The Other Press reserves the right not to publish anything sexist, 
racist, homophobic, or against the principles of good taste. Letters 
received by the Other Press should be a maximum of 300 words, typed, 
and contain the name, program of study, and student number ol the 
writer (although the latter can be withheld upon request). The Other Press 
reserves the right to edit for space constraints. And double-check your 
spelling and grammar: letters are printed uncorrected. The collective is 
the final arbiter of disputes. PHONE- 525-3542 FAX- 527-5095. 
Staff This Issue 
Greg Holtz In hll blue G-atrlng with hliiNltchlng little blue hood, brought iwo containers full of heart-
shaped cookies baked by Tawnya (fHANKS) and found Mike Gaylord mugging Mark Foster and 
threatening to eat Tony Suza If Angela Chlotakol dld not agree to destroy Ryan Cousineau's motorcycle. 
Before she could get there, Elaine Leong was already riding away and chasing down Nadine Handley for 
her photographa. O.vld Whale came to Nadine'• rescue by threatening to wipe out Elaine'• sports feature. 
Meanwhile, In an abandoned warehouse on the other aide of town. Byrun tried deaperately to resurrect a 
dead BMW. Darren Smllile pointed out that the thing only had two wheels, but It was all for naught when 
the Other Press 
her with draft copies and the names 
ofthecommitteemembersalongwith 
their telephone numbers. This 
committee would have been pleased 
toassistwithaninformativearticleto 
increase public awareness of the 
problem of sexual harassment of 
atheletes. 
· By not including any of this 
information, TheOtherPressignored 
a perfect opportunity to increase 
student awareness of this issue. 
Instead of a balanced story about the 
real steps being taken to address this 
issue, you chose to concentrate on 
digging up selective details, despite 
the well-being of the athlete who 
understandably preferred to remain 
anonymous. 
To use a sports phrase, Other Press, 
"You blew it!" 
Betty Lou Hayes 
Manager, Atheletics & 
In tram urals 
Harassment 
Policy Re· 
examined 
Dear Other Press Collective: 
The implementation of the 
Sexual and Personal Harassment 
Policy and changing circumstances 
around us have made it necessary for 
the College tore-examine the policies 
identified above. 
To this end, I am requesting your 
participation in the review process. I 
invite you to identify issues that 
should be considered in rewriting 
policies or examining/ developing 
collegesafetyprocedures.lalsoinvite 
specific suggestions for revisions to 
the existing policies or for new 
policies. These suggestions should 
be sent to me by February 28, 1993. 
All comments received will be 
provided to a working committee 
(not yet established) which would be 
assigned responsibility for: 
a) rewritingthepolicies/ writing 
new policies 
b) recommending changes to 
safety and security procedures 
c) developing an educational 
strategy for dealing with personal 
safety 
I am available to discuss this 
matter with anyone who wishes. 
Thanks for your assistance. 
G. Della Mattia 
Pssst ..• Looking 
for a Job? 
Dear Other Press Collective: 
As a member-local of the 
Canadian Federation of Students you 
a member of a [sic] organization that 
activelysupportsandrecruits women 
to run for positions in student 
governments. In many Colleges and 
Universities it's that time again, and 
we are looking for women who want 
to make a difference in their schools. 
Student government is a great 
opportunity to gain experience and 
to make changes in the policy of your 
school and student society.lf you are 
interested in issues o( women's 
February 17, 1993 
equality, anti-racism, the 
environment, daycare, and student 
rights consider student government 
as one way to begin addressing these 
issues at your ca~p~s. Further, each 
campus has specific 1ssues that may 
also need addressing, and by getting 
involved you can make a difference. 
If you are interested the CFS has 
a network of women who can help 
you organize a campaign, identify 
issues, and provide support. 
Provincially we have a women's 
liaison who co-ordinates women on 
member-local campuses and 
provides resource material on 
women':; issues like harassment and 
dating violence. These materials are 
available to all women on campus, 
but having active women sitting on 
the boards of student societies always 
ensures better distribution and co-
ordination at each campus. During 
the next year the CFS women's 
steering committee will meet 
regularlytoplanstrategiesandfuture 
campaigns. We provide a network 
and an organization that helps 
women make a difference on the 
local level but we need your help! If 
this sounds like something that you 
would be interested in please call me 
and I will be glad toanswerquestions 
and help you start a campaign. I look 
forward to talking to you... and 
working with you in the next year! 
My home number is 380-4881 
(Victoria)ormyofficenumberis721-
8366 (UVic). 
Yours in Solidarity, 
Beth Hardy 
Women's Liaison BC 
~~~ll~~ed~m~~an~~~~~~~~=*~~all~~~~h~-------------------------------------~ 
during this Production Tlmo. OOPS, we forgot to finish Production ... 
Coordinators 
darren smlllle advertising • byrun atedmann & tara campbell arts & review • 
christopher maclaren featut'fls • greg holtz graphics • gord belec news • 
tim crumley office • nadine handley photos • angela 
chlotakos production • elaine Ieong sports • mark foster editorials & 
opinion • marion drakos c/ass/f~ds • stephen so distribution • 
brook johnston creatlv~ 
Dear reader: We want your letters 
Ok, you sorry saps. Give us all you g_ot(or are you chicken?). Letters should be no more than300 words. 
The Other Press reserves the right not to J>Ublish anything racist, sexist, homophobic or war 
mongering. Please check your own spelling ana gramar(stc) asfettersarenotcorrected. Please include 
your name and program of study. Anonymity can be provided if requested. Decisions of the Other 
Press Collective are final in all editorial matters. Drop your stuff at our office, room 1020 (down the 
stairs from security). 
Get ~r for GENOcroE! 
Co.n we colAnt ~ow many, tho.! \11e. ho~ .fried? 
"Pd 5o..'f if~ th1s 'feQrs +o'A)nk po.s-1ime, 
The same as \o.s+ time, \ 
the SQme +or .five thouso.nd 'fears. 
So f& 'l.ov.r ho:ts off 
-to 9ood cld A -dolphJ ~ 
the p~tron sai"t ol= tAsinj itib 
ru\e '(OlAr f eQrS / 
t'J' 
Yo lJ. 
Sell-olAt 
To be 
continued ... 
(I-f I 
fee\ like. it) 
Don/t J.o\d 
"fOUr brea.th 
.,-[f~[]{]T>< COURS~-SijoPPINS GUib( 
PSYCH 204 . .. C'/1//(/ .LJM"/nmr 
SAMPlE: 
"SAW-AG£1 
/10 • •• 2.0 rN Ce~tut?' L)~mq 
1 
~ t:; 
~ 
~ 
~ --~--~~~~~~~~~' 
ATTENTION LOCAL 
ORIGINAL BANDS--
END US YOUR DEM 
TAPES 
(OR ELSE) 
Are you in a band (or performing solo) 
playing original material? If so, then drop off 
a demo tape to us at the O.P.; we will give it 
a listen and then, maybe, we'll do a write up 
on your band. See your name in print, gain 
world wide notoriety, watch the masses 
become completely devoted to you!!!! Okay, 
okay, so you won't become Faith No More, 
Tracy Chapman, R.E.M. or Public Enemy, 
but you will get some attention thrown your 
way. 
(Don't Forget to Read the Fine Print!) 
All tapes berome property of the Other Press, so they will not be returned. Don't 
forget to include your name(s) and phone number, and please try to send us some 
photographic promotional material of yourselves. Drop all submissions off to the 
submissions box at the Other Press in room 1020. 
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WAS.EVERYBODY 
PRETTIER AT 
CLOSING TIME? 
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS AFFE CT YOUR 
JUDGEMENT. AND THAT INC R E ASES 
YOUR RISK OF AIDS. QUEST IONS? 
NEW WEST: 525·3661 
VANCOUVER:872·6652 
OUT OF TOWN: 1·800·972·2437 
HIGH: 
HIGH 
RISK 
............ ~· .... "' ..... • .,. ~· .... ., ........ ' .... ,.. .... -- ---- -
